
General terms for investments opportunity of
investing (loint venture) participated 2015/ SIER

The closing- time 161812015

Subiect :- constructing laboratories to inspect all
electronic equipment of devices through our conformity
punts.

Maior notice:- if the closing - time is holiday you can offer
your documents in the following day.

1)The validity is not more than three months after the
closing -time from the date of investment opportunity.
2)You should offer your documents in three envelopes
,commercial ,technical and official documents .which
belong to the offering company and all these three 

,

envelopes should in stamped by the company and write
the whole information on the envelope.
3)The offer should be having the whole technical
qualifications ,we accept that due to special measures and

the goods , services that is measured to the offers as

bellowed :-
a) 40% percentage to the technical qualification
b)1}%percent to the services after selling.
c)The similar works should be confirmed from official
company 5% percent.
d)5% the fulfilled works due to the specialist.
e)The period of contract should have 5o/o percent .

g)20% to the certificate of goods of contract .

h)The total price is 15% Percent.
4)The offer should be printed not hand writing and have

the logo of the company.
5)The price should print number and writing to the lab -
devices without omitting and if there is different we should



7)The source of the laboratories due to the technical
qualifications listed down and stamped from the
commercial dept of the embassy in the source country of .

8)All the sets(devices) and equipments should be from an
official international sources.
g)The mother company should auth orize some one by a
stamped auth orization to our company which wished to
make a contract due to our company and due to the
interior system.
1O)The foreign and Arabian company should apply original
established certificate to the company and (commercial
index ) to the country of the company if there is an lraqi
company authorized he should offer a certificate for
practicing the commercial works in an agency stamp from
the embassy (original documents) .

1 1)All the offers should stamp and a sign from the boss of
the company. '

12) the nationality of the company should be Arabia or
foreign
13)The document should be listed to indicate the
qualification of the company with all the documents
include as below :-
a)certification of foundation to the company.
b)contract of establishing the company .

c)meeting document issued from the ministry of commerce
(registered of companies)
d)You should open a branch in lraq according to list item

,from the point (3) from the policy of bureau ,of companies
foreign and economical states NO.5 in 1989 or you
obliged to open aberrance in lraq after three months of
signing the contract and in vice the contracted will be
cancelled.
e)All the advance companies should apply the financial
efficient from admitted -bank confirmed the capacity to {e_ *--.
the project . ,.,
f)ThefinancialaccountstothecompanyshouldstalT,lp..
fromlawful-accountantforthelatestthreeyearsanb'i

'.i 
:



should be stamped from the mother - company and
embassy to the applying company
14) the nationality of the company should be Arabian or
foreigner .

h) buy ticket for investing - opportunity from our financial
dept.
i) All the companies and bureau should apply the four
personal documents especially to the lraqi companies.
k)The company should mention the e- mail in the
documents ( the name and address for the authorized)
person who can answer on the whole questions.
m)The whole companies should apply the personal (C.V)
or the (C.V) of the supporting companies.
15) The companies should apply a similar works
confirmed from the contracting side and stamped to the
Arabian and foreign companies from the embassy of lraq
in that country. '

16) The companies should add any lack to the needs of
the project if they did not mention before.
17) The company should pay all taxes in the republic of
lraq.
1B)The company should offer the shipping documents with
an original certification to the devices and equipments
stamped for each device arrived to the location.
19)All the devised should be imported, new and not used
before due to the qualification.
20)You should offer the catalogues and technical
documents to all the devices and equipments.
21)The supplying goods should arrive to the location
according the contract.
22) You should train(2O) persons (technical and
engineers) from our company in the country of the
imported country to the devices with quadrate of getting a
special authonzation to maintain the devices. , r-=-. _..

23)Allthedevicesshouldhaveana(lSo-170z5)'.
certification of ISO 12001



24) You should supply us with two cars mod el 2015
Korean or Japanese source.
25) All the laboratories should be in the border entrance
as it needed and limited by the policy of the company
according to the significances (land -marine air)
26) You should prepare a land it is area not less than
1000 meter square in Basra provided with work ships to
the devices of the laboratories and with big store.
27)You should offer two generators its capacity (1000kva)
in any where for the lab.
28) You should do all the warranty whenever the project
working.
29) The contract will be according to the preference in
offering the numbers of sets and equipments and it
sources .

The number of test will be completed due to the product
and quality and stitches for every set and equipment I

limited by the two parties.
30) The test will be for the random samples only through
the borders entrance not previously checked (coc).
31) You can collect all the devices from various
companies for each point- station and should be from the
same source mentioned before.
32) The companies should apply all the specialist
confirmed in the electronically tests
33) supplier should pay all the expenses from lab -
devices ,equipment , qualification, building and any other
advertisement if he signed the contract.
34)The technical supervisor should be present on the
testing process by the foreign company or their
authorized.
35) All the coming profits from the project will be
distributed according to the rates between the company
andtheotherparty,notlessthan25o/opercenttooul.,''"':
company.



36)The location of foreign company should apply the
(website) of the company which supply the devices to
ensure that its an efficient company.
37)The laboratories will primitively be in our company in
international Baghdad airport ,Najaf airport ,or Basra
airport or the conformity punts which limited by our
company .

38)Our company has the right to use of the numbers of
lab(more, or less) according to the favor of the company
or general favor.
39)The supplying period was not more than (180) days the
devices and equipments .

40)All the devices will be changes if they are not applied
to the technical qualifications.
41) You should offer the list of spare - parts for all the
devices and equipments.
42) The supplier endure all the responsibility of transport '

and safety from the accident or the emergency period
according to the first party.
43) You can response on private explanations beforeT
days of the enclosing - date, you cannot attend the
representation of companies
44) All the offers will be neglected if they
advance conditions.
45)The period of contract should be (3)

more which is suitable with the project .

Notes:-
1) You can
purpose.

put group of tests in one device if it fits the

2) The set suggested another sets if the results are alike.
3) We have experts to per form tests and run the
laboratory.
The e-mail and address which mentioned by the supplier
(2no party) .is an address to inform or sending an alert if

are not like
^"t



you don't attend we will apply all the legal instructions
toward you in absence
You cant reject of the lawfully.

Translated by Salah and Najah

Chairman of the Board

Dep - of commercial affairs: 07704508878
Our- e - mail : mahed@siei.gov.iq, siei mahed@vahoo.com
Web site: www.siei.gov.iq
The e-mail of ministry : www.indstrv.gov.iq

Director Gene


